Craftsmen lawn mower

Your Craftsman riding lawn mower is an unbeatable aid when it comes to keeping vast
expanses of lawn neat and beautiful. From time to time, however, your riding mower may run a
little rough, particularly if you're putting it back into use after several months of storage. Find
the Sears lawn tractor parts you need to keep your Craftsman riding mower or garden tractor
running smoothly at Sears PartsDirect. Trust Sears PartsDirect to have the riding mower, lawn
tractor, garden tractor and Craftsman pro series parts you need to fix the equipment quickly
when a failure occurs. Use the exploded parts drawings on our Sears PartsDirect website to
easily order the Sears tractor parts and Sears riding mower parts you need to get your
equipment running again. Models 3, Showing of 3, Craftsman garden tractor cutter bar mower.
Shop parts. Craftsman 26 riding lawn mower. Craftsman transaxle Craftsman garden tractor.
Craftsman C transmission. Craftsman A peerless model transmission. Craftsman 3 speed
transmission. Craftsman ss 15 tractor. Craftsman zero turn riding lawn mower. Craftsman 12
garden tractor rotary tiller. Craftsman 42 rotary lawn mower. Craftsman 12 v lighting kit for 8 hp
recoil suburban. Craftsman C transaxle. Craftsman transaxle. Craftsman 44 mower replacement
kit. Showing of 3, Back to top. Categories All categories. Front-Engine Lawn Tractors.
Rear-Engine Riding Mowers. All brands. Southern States. Tractor Accessories. Tuff Torq. Weed
Eater. Western Auto. Western Tool. Yard King. Yard Pro. Most common Sears parts that need
replacing on Craftsman riding lawn mowers and lawn tractors Air filter. The air filter prevents
abrasive particles from entering the engine's cylinders, which could cause mechanical wear and
oil contamination. The alternator is a set of wire coils under the flywheel of the engine that
generates electricity to power the tractor when it's running. The alternator also recharges the
battery while the engine runs. Flywheel key. The flywheel key is a small metal rectangle that
keeps the crankshaft and flywheel aligned when you tighten the flywheel nut. To protect more
expensive components from damage, the flywheel key is designed to shear if the mower blade
hits an object hard enough to make the flywheel slip out of alignment with the crankshaft. Blade
belt. The blade belt attaches to the engine pulley and spins the cutting blade s. Use our Sears
PartsDirect Craftsman mower parts lookup to find the belt you need for your model. Spark plug.
The spark plug is the device responsible for delivering electric current from an ignition system
to the combustion chamber of a spark-ignition engine. Find the Craftsman mower parts you
need to fix any failure at Sears PartsDirect. How to fix the mower deck when it vibrates on your
Craftsman riding mower or garden tractor If the mower vibrates when you engage the cutting
blades, there might be a problem with the blade drive system. Deck vibration can be caused by
an unbalanced blade, worn pulley or mandrel, bad blade belt or debris caught inside a pulley.
Loose nuts or bolts on the pulleys, mandrels or blades can also cause vibration. Remove the
mower deck and re-tighten all fasteners. Check for wear on pulleys, mandrels and blades.
Replace any worn or damaged components. Sears PartsDirect has the riding mower, lawn
tractor and garden tractor parts you need to keep your Craftsman lawn equipment running
smoothly Trust Sears PartsDirect to have the riding mower, lawn tractor, garden tractor and
Craftsman pro series parts you need to fix the equipment quickly when a failure occurs. Electric
Chainsaw. Remington EL-1 electric chainsaw parts. Elliptical Machine. Horizon Elliptical
machine Parts. Freestanding Freezer. Haier Freestanding freezer Parts. Front-Engine Lawn
Tractor. Craftsman front-engine lawn tractor parts. Gas Grill. Kenmore Gas Grill Parts. Lawn
Sweeper. Agri-Fab lawn sweeper parts. Line Trimmer. Craftsman Line Trimmer Parts. Lawn
Equipment Parts. Range Hood. Whirlpool Range Hood Parts. Table Saw. Craftsman table saw
parts. Top Pages. Water Filter Finder. Walk-Behind Mower. Craftsman Walk-behind mower Parts.
Wall Oven. Maytag Wall Oven Parts. Kenmore washer parts. Need help? Close Start Chat. Free
delivery offer excludes same day delivery. Participation and delivery area vary by store. Our
delivery program lets you get the qualifying items delivered from the store to your door by a
helpful Ace associate. Not a member? You can still receive delivery on qualifying items for a
fee. The fee is determined at checkout. Orders must be placed on days the store is open, before
4pm local time or 2 hours before store closing time, whichever is earlier. See Details. Need
help? Call I am interested in: check all that apply. Rest assured, we'll call to confirm. Continue
without selecting times. We'll reach out to you shortly to discuss your project and answer any
questions you may have. We Deliver. Get what you need, when you need it. Learn More. Full
store details Change store. Full store details. Check Nearby Stores. Check if Ace Delivers to my
Address. Delivery distance varies by store. Check to see if you are within this store's delivery
area. Street Address, City, State and Zip. Check Address. Modal Title Placeholder. Delivery From
Your Local Ace. Clear all. Brand Name Craftsman 5. Powered By Gas 5. Show 5 Results. Price
Custom price range Min. Select 2 or more products for side-by-side feature comparison. Free
Store Pickup Today. Craftsman M 21 in. Craftsman 11A-A2SD 21 in. Craftsman 12AVB2M 21 in.
Showing 5 of 5. Be the first to hear about special offers, events, popular new items and helpful
home improvement tips. Are you a home owner? Paint Projects. Home Improvement Projects.

Select Your Local Ace. Your local Ace Handyman: Need a different Location? Your contact
information:. Where will the work be done? Tell us about your project:. Choose a few times that
work best for you: 1. Scheduling your project is easy! Please select date to proceed. Morning
8ampm Afternoon 12pm-5pm. Thank you! Find a Pro! Please enter a Zip Code. Handyman
Service is currently not available in your area. There seems to be a problem serving the request
at this time. Skip to main content. Filter 2. Shop by Category. Power Source see all. Not
Specified. Brand see all. Craftsman Filter Applied. Type see all. Engine Filter Applied.
Horsepower see all. Voltage see all. Model see all. Condition see all. Open box. For parts or not
working. Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format see all. All Listings. Best Offer. Buy
It Now. Classified Ads. Item Location see all. US Only. North America. Delivery Options see all.
Free International Shipping. Show only see all. Returns Accepted. Completed Items. Sold Items.
Authorized Seller. Authenticity Guarantee. More refinements More refinements All Auction Buy
It Now. Sort: Best Match. Best Match. View: Gallery View. List View. Only 3 left. Free shipping.
Only 1 left! Original Craftsman Stack Pulley 5 out of 5 stars. Complete engine off of Craftsman
Craftsman Mower Craftsman YTS Used Craftsman Air Cleaner Assembly fit Craftsman Sears
Craftsman Dowel Pin Craftsman Mower 6. Results Pagination - Page 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Craftsman One stop shop for all things from your favorite brand. Shop now. And only a
powerful, and burly gas lawn mower can help you attain that look. And when it comes to
push-behind mowers, Craftsman is a great choice. Respected for years in the gardening
industry, for its quality and durability, Craftsman has recently added to its already large lineup
of lawnmowers and the good news is that they are all in reasonable rates. As, although from the
same brand, they slightly vary in their cutting swatch width, grass management options, size
and power of the engine, safety features, and height adjustment options. Read on our 5 best
Craftsman lawnmowers review to find the one better aligned with your requirements. Stocked
with an array of rich features, you will find a heavy-duty cc OHV gas engine at its crux that is
delivered completely fitted and with an auto choke and a smooth recoil. These two distinct, nifty
features make it start quicker than other gas-fueled lawnmowers, and completely make one
forget fiddling between choke and primer. All that you need to start this machine is an easy pull,
and THEN the rest is history. With its 11 inches Zag tread rear and 8 inches front tier, M runs
smoothly on tough terrains, leaving a finely mowed lawn behind. Its self-propelled function
makes you whizz your mowing away with very little effort. Moreover, this self-propelled feature
allows the mower to switch between slow to fast speed according to grass thickness. Much to
the ease of the user, its 21 inches wide deck has a double lever which makes height adjustment
quite easy. The only downside with this feature-laden lawn mower is its brittle plastic build,
which is complained about by many users. Had the material used in this mower been of
premium quality, it would have become our first choice. The engine that runs the show here is
Briggs and Stratton E. And with this robust engine, Craftsman M will do your lawn with equal to
no effort involved and undoubtedly beautifully too. Craftsman, you might know, has earned a
name, over the years, in the gardening tools industry for providing durable and top-quality tools
to consumers and it is well reflected in M You will be glad to experience its stability while
pushing it forward. It will let you enjoy the mowing sessions with no jolts and jerks. Primarily
designed for medium-sized lawns, M with its powerful cc engine is quite sturdy and flexible to
do commercial lawns as well. To increase grass maneuverability, its rear wheel is made inches
high and the front wheel is 7inches. On the downside, it is reviewed negatively by many
consumers for its bagging attachment. Yet another issue with this mower is related to
packaging. It is not packed with the point of view of delivery. The box is so flimsy and
completely torn up, with the parts falling off, as reported by many consumers as if it fell from
the sky, completely shattered to bits, and the oil smeared all over. However, I believe that
packaging has nothing to do with its actual functions and the issue can be quickly fixed by the
shipping authority. Equipped with a whopping total of all the three functions-mulching, bagging,
discharging- in a compact package, this Craftsman model is also self-propelled, which means it
can be pushed around your lawn with least effort involved, as it exerts an equal force to push
itself forward. The stand-out feature of this gas-run lawnmower is its highly responsive single
lever squeezebox which will make you feel that the mower is automated to run on its own. With
M, you can adjust the grass trimming between six different heights. Featuring sturdy wheels for
improved stability, this mower is shipped with mulching, side, and rear discharge kits. It would
not be an overstatement that with its stolid cc OHV gas engine, it wins the trophy of being one
of the most powerful gas engine lawnmowers and takes no time to do away with the toughest of
terrains in a few passes, saving your time and fuel in return. Continuing, we make a stop at M by
Craftsman which is a heavy-duty trusted gas lawn mower with cc engine. Chopping grass on
your uneven, tough terrain is not a big deal for this guy with its 11 inches rear tires possessing
zag threading for easy traction. It qualifies the status of the best push behind gas mower with

its ergonomically built handles and cc Briggs and Stratton exi gas engine. Clearly, being
powerful and easy to use are not the only desirable features, one looks for when buying such
kind of grooming machines. There is a whole lot of other things too which when combined make
machine a precise package and luckily, Craftsman M has them all. Featuring ready start
technology, the struggle with choke and prime at the beginning of mowing operations is
eliminated. To make a large deck run smoothly on even as well as uneven surfaces, a mower
must have a powerful engine too, else it will stutter and seize back. This issue is already
addressed in M by placing a robust engine oozing power every inch. That being established,
with its easy to adjust dual lever, you can adjust the trimming height to 6 different options. The
initial package includes all the three mowing options-mulching, bagging, side, and rear
discharge. Overall, it can easily be the first choice of homeowners with medium-to-large-sized
lawns searching for a mower from a reliable brand at an affordable price. Including everything
you need to mulch, bag or discharge in the initial package, V60 is an economical buy. As for
comfort, it allows for three different handle positions and covers the maximum number of user
heights. Although it enjoys the lead of more than 10 MPH in the cordless lawn mowers group
and performs well on maintenance and cutting of soft grass, it comes out of lawn gate huffing,
real hot with the maximum tip speed recorded in electric mowers. Moreover, with its brushed
motor, it behaves more like its gas-powered brothers. Whenever put against some resistance,
its RPM drops off drastically. And since electric mowers already have less power, the drop is
quite significant. For noise level, it may be called quieter for gas mowers but not quiet enough
to stand with the other electric rivals. However, it should not be taken to conclude that V60 is
ill-equipped, as its high blade speed makes mowing a breeze for routine cuts and shaves a
two-days-grown grass very well. Aside from your budget, there are several underlying factors to
consider while buying your Craftsman lawnmower. Out of these two options available in
craftsman lawn mowers, whatever you end up choosing, should depend on the following
factors:. A wider cutting swath will translate into fewer passes to finish your trimming and thus
saving time and money. Most of the Craftsman mowers come with no less than 20 inches wide
cutting swath. A few, however, feature up to 24 inches too. The sooner you are done with
mowing, the more time you would get for other activities. However, while making for a wider
cutting swath you need to ensure that the engine is also powerful to support it. All this boils
down to buying something between 20 and 24 inches with a sturdy self-propelled engine. Why it
is imperative at this stage? And you will have to purchase them later which itself can be time
taking. Worse still, there are a few mowers that offer only one option and cannot be modified to
include the other two options. So, knowing what you want to do with clippings will help you
determine which mower is best for you. I would recommend the one which has the option to
attach mulching and bagging attachments so that you can opt for it if you happen to make up
your mind for it later. For size, out of the two variants available in Craftsman gas mowers, the
two-stroke engine should suffice your residential requirements. However, if your residential
lawn is densely grown with St. A smaller engine, in this case, will work slow and will be more
often seen standing in the service station. As for the type, depending on where you are residing,
you may require an engine that complies with the standard operating procedures of CARB
California Air Resources Board , which has set a criterion for emission requirements for
gas-fueled vehicles. Even if you are not living in the area covered by CARB. It is wise to
purchase the one that emits fewer fumes so that you and your environment may stay clean. The
former may be more important than you think. If so, you need to adjust your mower to a
different cutting height each time, as if you cut more than one-third of its current height, you are
going to make your lawn more prone to diseases and waves of dry hot weather, and this will
ultimately result into no grass in lawn. This fact is backed by rigorous research conducted by
lawn care scientists. As for safety, choose according to your needs. Craftsman showcases its
mowers with numerous safety options, such as child lock, thick rubber flap to prevent debris
and stones being ejected and injuring feet, another to halt the blade if the safety lever is not
held. The safer, the better! Eight to ten years, on average, provided they are maintained and
taken care of well. Low maintenance and carelessness may shorten its life span by one half that
period. You may order online if the current ones are worn out. Much of it depends on your
needs. However, M with its cc engine is rated higher on different buying sites. Yes, for , many
things are changed for Craftsman. MTD already owns a lawnmower brand with the name Troy
Bilt. Your budget, lawn size, lawn topography should be the important factors to formulate your
decision. Hopefully, this well-researched review of Craftsman mowers with an in-depth
understanding of all these factors will provide you with a good start in choosing the best mower
for you. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Save my name,
email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Check Price. Powerful cc OHV
gas-fueled engine 2 years warranty from manufacturers Auto choke Durable material and

engineering Delivered with recoil and auto choke A quick pull and start function Self-propelled
Variable speed C
kia sportage exhaust system diagram
mercury sable parts catalog
manual ford ka 98
ost-effective Front-wheel tips up and turn around to do the narrow places 3-inmulch, side or
rear discharge Just a minor assembly 6 different grass cutting options to mow at different
height. Underpowered for tough grass Emit gas fumes Lots of brittle plastic used in
manufacturing Noisy Chokes off on hills Flimsy engine cover Too small wheels The engine
takes longer to start. Breakage and damage detected by a few consumers. It is deafening loud
Consumers complained that the product has very low quality. Offers a dual option to
start-button or pulling cord Includes deck wash Easy maintenance Works finely on all type of
terrains. Electric button starter is reported to be malfunctioning It could have included an
illustrious manual for quicker assembly. A few battery-related issues pertaining to Ready to
Start Technology are reviewed by some consumers. Craftsman has been a trusted brand for
years and continues to be so with most of its mowers backed by generous warranty from
manufacturers.

